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The Netherlands 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the infinite horizon linear-quadratic problem with indefinite cost. Given a linear system, a quadratic 
cost functional and a subspace of the state space, we consider the problem of minimizing the cost functional over all inputs for which 
the state trajectory converges to that subspace. Our results generalize classical results on the zero-endpoint version of the 
linear-quadratic problem and more recent results on the free-endpoint version of this problem. 
Keywords.. Linear-quadratic problem; indefinite cos't; Riccati equation; linear endpoint constraints. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the finite dimensional linear time-invariant system 
Yc(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (1.1) 
with A ~ R n×n and B ~ R n×m. Given an initial point x 0 and an input function u, the state trajectory of 
(1.1) is denoted by xu(t, Xo). In addition to (1.1) consider the quadratic ost functional 
J(x o, u)= fo~(xu(t ,  Xo), u(t)) dt (1.2) 
Here, oJ(x, u) is a general real quadratic form on R n × R m given by, say, 
~o(x, u) = xVQx + 2uVSx + uTgu, (1.3) 
with Q ~ R "x" and R ~ R "×"  symmetric and S ~ R "x".  We allow ~0 to be indefinite. It will however be a 
standing assumption that R > 0. 
We shall now explain how the indefinite integral in (1.2) should be interpreted for a given u. Let 
L2.]o~(R +) be the space of all vector valued measurable functions u such that f,~' [I u(t)II 2 dt < oe for all 
to, t~ > 0. If u ~ L2,1o c (R +) then for all T> 0 the integral 
JT(Xo, u) fo r :=  Xo), u(t)) at 
exists. The set of those u ~ L2,1o ~ (R +) for which limr_~oJT(xo, u) exists in R e := R U ( -  de, + de} is 
denoted by U(xo). For u ~ U(xo) we define 
J(x o, u).'= lim JT(Xo, U) (~ne).  
T---~ do 
In [5], an extensive treatment was riven of the zero-endpoint linear-quadratic problem associated with 
(1.1) and (1.2). This optimization problem is formulated as follows. For a given x 0 ~ R" define 
Uo(xo):=(u ~ U(xo)ltlim x.(t, Xo) = 0}. 
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Find the optimal cost 
V*(xo) := in f{ J (x  0, u ) [uEU0(x0)  ] (1.4) 
together with all optimal inputs, i.e. all u* G U0(x0) such that J (x o, u*) = V ~ (x,)). 
Complementary to the above problem, in a recent paper [4] we resolved the free-endpoint linear-quadratic 
problem: find the optimal cost 
V/+(x0) := in f{ J (x  0, u) lug  U(xo) } (1.5) 
together with all optimal inputs, i.e. all u* G U(xo) such that J (x o, u*)= Vf+(x0). 
In the present paper we shall formulate and resolve a linear-quadratic problem which has both the 
zero-endpoint version as well as the free-endpoint version as special cases. Let L be an arbitrary subspace 
of R". For x G R n let d(x, L) be the distance from x to L. For a given initial point x o G R ~ we shall 
denote by UL(xo) the subset of U(xo) consisting of those input functions u for which the state trajectory 
x,(t ,  xo) converges to L, i.e. 
UL ( Xo) := { U G U( xo) ] rlirnocd( x , (  t, Xo), L) =0}.  (1.6) 
We define the L-endpoint linear quadratic problem as follows: given x 0, find the optimal cost 
V~+(Xo) := = in f{ J (x  0, u) lug  Ul.(xo) } (1.7) 
together with all optimal inputs, i.e. all u* G UL(xo) such that J (x  o, u*) = V[(xo). 
Clearly, the zero-endpoint problem and the free-endpoint problem can be reobtained from the latter 
formulation by taking L = 0 and L = R ' ,  respectively. 
2. The algebraic Riccati equation 
The characterization of the optimal cost and the optimal controls for the linear quadratic problems 
formulated above centers around the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE): 
ATK+KA+Q-(KB+ST)R  1(BTK+S)=0.  (2.1) 
We denote by F the set of all real symmetric solutions of the ARE. It was shown in [5] that if (A, B) is 
controllable then if F 4= g it contains a unique element K -  such that A := A - BR I(BTK - + S) has all 
its eigenvalues in 12 + U C o and a unique element K + with the property that A + :=A - BR ~(BTK + + S) 
has all its eigenvalues in C-  U 120. Here we denote 12+ (cO, 12 )..= {s G 12 IRe s > 0} (Re s = 0, Re s < 0). 
These particular elements of F have the property that they are the extremal solutions of the ARE, in the 
sense that K G F implies K < K < K +. The difference K +-  K -  is denoted by A. For K G F we denote 
AK:=A - BR-1(BTK + S). 
If M G R "×" then we denote by X+(M) (X° (M) ,  X - (M) )  the span of all generalized eigenvectors of
M corresponding to its eigenvalues in 12 + (C 0, C- ) .  Let ~2 denote the set of all A -  invariant subspaces of 
X+(A-) .  The following well-known result states that there exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
and F: 
Theorem 2.1. [5,1,2]. Let (A, B)be  controllable and assume l"-¢ fJ. I f  V G ~ then R n= V ~ A 1V i . There 
exists a bij'ection "[ : ~ ~ F defined by 
T (V) :=K-Pv+ K+( I -Pv ) ,  
where Pv is the projector onto V along A 1V" := {xGRnlAxG V l} .  If K=T(V)  then X+(AK) = 
V, X° (Ax)=ker  A andX- (AK)=X (A+) (~A-1VJ-. [] 
If K= y(V) then K is said to be supported by V. 
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3. Finiteness of optimal cost 
For a given x o ~ R" the optimal costs V÷(xo), Vf÷(Xo) and VZ(xo) as defined by (1.4), (1.5) and (1.7) 
can in principle be equal to - oo or + oo. Following [5] and [4] we want to restrict ourselves to the case 
that the optimal costs are finite for all initial points. For the zero-endpoint problem it was shown in [5] 
that if (A, B) is controllable then V+(xo) is finite for all Xo if and only if F :g 9. For the free-endpoint 
problem it was shown in [4] that if (A, B) is controllable then Vf+(x0) is finite for all x 0 if F :g9  and 
K -  < 0 (see also [4], Remark 4.5.). In this section we shall establish conditions under which V~(xo) is finite 
for all x o. 
Again let L be an arbitrary subspace of R ' .  If K is a symmetric element in R" ×" then we shall say that 
K is negative semi-definite on L if the following conditions hold: 
Vx o ~ L: xYKxo < O, (3.1) 
Vx o~L:  x~Kx o=0 ,~ Kx o=0.  (3.2) 
As an example, the matrices 
0i] { 04] [00i] 0 -2  , 0 0 0 and 0 0 
2 3 4 0 1 0 0 
are negative semi-definite on ( (x 1, x a, x3) v ~ R 3 Ix3 = 0}. We have the following condition for finiteness 
of V[ :  
Theorem 3.1. Let (A, B) be controllable. I f  F ~ ~J and K -  & negative semi-definite on L then VZ(xo) is 
finite for all x o ~ g~" 
Before giving a proof of this result, note that if L = 0 then the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) are fulfilled 
trivially. Thus we reobtain the statement that if F ~ 9 then V+(xo) is finite for all x 0. If L = R" then (3.1) 
and (3.2) are equivalent o: K -  < 0. Thus we reobtain the statement that if F 4:0 and K -  < 0 then Vf+(x0) 
is finite for all x o. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 hinges on the following two lemmas: 
l~mma 3.2. Let L be a subspace of R" and let H be a matrix such that L = ker H. Let K ~ R" ×" be 
symmetric. Then K is negative semi-definite on L if and only if there exists ~ ~ R such that K -  ~HX_H < O. 
For a proof of this we refer to the appendix. 
Lemma 3.3 [1]. Let K~ F. Then for all u ~ L2,1oc(R +) and for all T>_ 0 we have 
J r (xo ,  u) = f0T[[ u(t)  + R- I (BTK + S)x ( t )  I[ 2 dt + x~K-x  o -  xX(T)K -x (T ) ,  
where we denote x(t) := x(t, Xo) and [[ v II 2 := vTRv. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let x 0 ~ R ' .  Since (A, B) is controllable there is an input u ~ UL(xo) such that 
J (x  0, u) < + ~ (in fact, one can steer from x 0 to the origin in finite time). It follows that VZ(xo) ~ Rtd 
{-~}.  Let u~ UL(xo) be arbitrary. Let H be such that L=ker  H and let ~R be such that 
K- - ;~HTH< O. According to Lemma 3.3, for all T_> 0 we have 
JT(xo, u) = foT[I u(t)  + R-a(BTK - + S)x(t)l l2n dt 
+ x~g-xo  - xT(Z)[  g - - XHTH]x(T)  - X II nx(T)  If 2 
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Thus, for all T_> 0, 
J,r(Xo, u) >__ xTK-xo -- X II Hx(T) I1: .  
Since x(T)  converges to L as T~ ~,  we have Hx(T)~ 0 (T~ ~). It follows that 
J (x  0, u )= lim J r (x  0, u)>_x~K-x  o. 
The latter holds for all u ~ UL ( xo) so consequently we have Vt+ >_ x~K-x  o > - ~ .  [] 
4. Main result 
In this section we shall formulate our main result, a complete solution to the L-endpoint linear 
quadratic problem as formulated in Section 1. The optimal cost VZ(xo) will turn out to be given by a 
particular solution of the ARE. We shall establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
optimal inputs for all initial conditions and these optimal inputs will be given in the form of a state 
feedback control law. In the following, if VcR  n and M~R ~×" then (V IM)  denotes the largest 
M-invariant subspace in V. 
Again let L be an arbitrary subspace of R n. A key role in our treatment of the L-endpoint problem is 
played by the subspace 
N(L) :=(LNkerK  IA )AX+(A ). (4.1) 
Note that N(L)  is an A-- invariant subspace of X+(A -)  so an element of ~2. If H is a matrix such that 
L = ker H, then L N ker K -  = ker[~ ]. Hence, N(L)  is the undetectable subspace (relative to C - u C v) of 
the system ([~ ], A - )  (see [3]). 
It turns out that the optimal cost Vt+(xo) is given by the solution of the ARE supported by N(L) .  This 
particular solution is denoted by 
g + ,, := y(N(L ) ) .  (4.2) 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 4.1. Let (A, B) be controllable. Assume that F 4~tJ and that K is negative semi-definite on L. 
Then we have 
(i) VT(xo) is finite for all x o ~ Nn. 
(ii) For all x o ~ R" V[(xo)  = xoKt + 
( iii) For all x o ~ R ~ there exists an optimal input u* if and only if ker A c L N kerK .  
(iv) I f  ker A c LN  ker K-  then for each x o ~ R ~ there exists exactly one optimal input u* and, 
moreover, this input is given by the feedback control law u = -R - I (BTK[  + S)x.  
Observe that [5, Th. 7] can be reobtained from this as a special case. Indeed, if L = 0 then N(L )  = 0 so 
K [  = K + (it can be seen from Theorem 2.1 that ~,(0) = K+), The condition ker A c L N ker K -  in this case 
reduces to ker A c 0 or, equivalently, A > 0. Also, [4, Th. 5.1] can be reobtained as a special case: if 
L = R n then N(L)  = N and K[  = KU ~ (see [4,5.1 and 5.3]). 
In the next section we shall give a proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. Proof of the main result 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 that we give, we shall use two lemmas that were proven in [4]. For 
completeness, these lemmas are reformulated in the appendix. Let K [  be given by (4.2) and denote 
A[  :=A - BR-1(BTK~ + S) .  (5.1) 
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According to Theorem 2.1 we have 
X+(A~)=N(L) ,  X°(A ; )  = ker A, X- (A ; )=X- (A+) fqA-1N(L )  ± 
• - XOlA +~ Define X a :--- X+(A~), )(2 . -  ~ 1, J, )(3 '= X- (A~) .  Then we have R" = X 1 • X 2 • )(3. It is easily veri- 
fied that in this decomposition A -  has the form 
A,, 0 A13] 
A-= 0 A22 A23 [ (5.2) 
0 0 A33 J 
for given A,j. Since A/~ [ X 1 • )(2 = A - [ X l • X 2 we have 
A2 = A22 0 (53) 
0 A33 
for some A33. Note that o(AH) c C +, 0(A22 ) c C 0 and o(A~3 ) c C-.  Since )(1 c ker K- ,  K -  has the 
form l°°°J 
K-= 0 K 5 K 5 (5.4) 
0 K23 T K33 
for given K~. Using the facts )(2 • X 3 = Zl- ~X~ and )(2 = ker A, we find that 
01 
0 A33 
for given A H > 0 and A33 > 0. By applying Theorem 2.1 we then find 
0 0 0 ] 
K~ = 0 K~2 K23 ] . (5.5) 
0 K23 r K33 + A33 
We first prove a lemma stating that K~ yields a lower bound for the optimal cost V~(x0): 
Lemma 5.1. Assume that (A, B) is controllable, F ~ SJ and K -  is negative semi-definite on L. Then for all 
x o ~ R ~ and u ~ UL(Xo) we have 
J(xo u) T + (~[ lu ( t )+ , > XoKLXo + R-1(BTK;  + S)x(t)[12 R dt. (5.6) 
go 
Here, we have denoted x(t)  := xu(t, Xo). 
Proof. Let H be a matrix such that L = ker H. Let ~ ~ R be such that K-  - ?~HTH<_ 0 (see Lemma 3.2). 
Take an arbitrary u E UL(x0). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that J(xo, u) is either finite or equal to + ~.  
If it is equal to + ~ then (5.6) trivially holds. Assume therefore that J(xo, u) is finite. Applying Lemma 
3.3 with K = K-  yields that for all T > 0, 
foTf[ u( t ) + R- I (  BTK - + S)x (  t ) 1[~ dt 
= JT(X0, U) - -  xTK-xo + x T ( z ) [ g  - - -  XHTH]x(T)  + X ]1Hx(Z) I12 
-< J r (x0,  u) - x~g-xo  + X II nx(Z)  II 2. (5.7) 
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Define v ( t ) :=  u(t) + R l(BTK + S)x(t).  Since lim~ .~J.r(x o, u) is finite and Hx(T)  ~ 0 (T ~ oo) we 
find that f~l[v(t)[[~ dt<oc  so e~L2(R+) .  Here L2(R +) denotes the space of all vector valued 
measurable functions on R + such that j~  ]lv(t)[[ 2 d r< oo. Again using (5.7) this implies that 
l imT,~xT(T) [K - -~HTH}x(T)  exists and is finite. Thus l imT~xT(T)K -x (T )  exists and is finite. 
Also, since K -  - X H TH is semi-definite, (K - ~ H TH)x(T)  and hence K -x (T )  are bounded functions of 
T. Denote 
Then y ~ Loo(R +), the space of all bounded, vector valued, measurable functions on R +. Since ~ = Ax + 
Bu, we have that x, v and y are related by 
Yc=A-x + Bv, 
Now, let R" be decomposed into R" = X a + X 2 ~ X 3 as introduced above. Since X 1 c ker [,~ ] we have 
o:  
for given D 2 and D 3. Write B = (Ba T, B~, B3T) T and x = (x~, x2 x, x3T) T. Since X~ is the undetectable 
subspace (relative to C -  u C °) of the system ([~-], A - ) ,  it is easily verified that the pair 
is (C - U C°)-detectable. Since o(A -) c C + U C O and X 2 = X°(A ), we have o(A22 ) c C O and 
o C 
A33] 
Hence o(A33 ) c C +. Also, we have 
A23][  X2 + V, y : (O  2, D3) . 
23 A33JLx3 B3 x3 
Since v ~ L2(R +) and y ~ L~(R +), by Lemma A.1 (applied with Cg = C u C °) we have x 3 ~ L~(R+) .  
By again applying Lemma 3.3, this time with K = K[ ,  we find that for all T > 0, 
( ~ T + -xT(T )K ;~(T) .  (5.8) JT(Xo, u)= Tliu(t ) + R '(BTK[ + S)x(t)112 dt + xoKLxo 
ao 
-1 T + Denote w(t) :=u(t )+R (B K L +S)x(t).Bycombining(5.4)and(5.5)weobtainthatforall T>0,  
fo T + - x~(T) (T ) -  xT(T )K -x (T ) .  (5.9) Jr(Xo, U)= TI Iw(t )112dt+x0Kzx  o ~33x 3 
Recall that l imr~J r (x  o, u) was assumed to be finite. Since x3(t ) and xT(T)K -x (T )  are bounded 
functions of T, (5.9) implies that  w EL2(R+) .  Again consider (5.9). Since now J.r(Xo,U), 
for II w(t)112 dt and xT(T)K -x (T )  converge for T~ ~,  it follows that l imr~x~(T  ) A33x3(T) exists 
and is finite. Using the fact A33 > 0 this implies that that limT-~ ~ II x3(T) I I  exists. Since 2 =Ax + Bu, the 
variables x and w are related by Yc=A~x + Bw. Hence, by (5.3), A3 =At33x3 + n3w" Recall that 
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W E L2(R +) and that o(A~3 ) C C- .  Thus x 3 ~ L2(R+). Combining this with the fact that II x3(T)[1 
converges as T~ oe, we find that l imr_~x3(T)  = 0. By letting T~ oe in 
J r (xo ,  u) = foTll w(t) I I  2 dt + xTK~Xo -- xT (T )  A33x3(T ) 
- xT( Z )[ g - - •nTn  ]x(  T ) + ?~ II nx(  T ) II 2 
f0Tll w(t) I1~ dt + xoKLxo > T + -- xT (T )  A33x3(T ) + )k II Hx(T) I I  2 
the desired result follows. [] 
T + Our following lemma states that by appropriate choice of u ~ UL(Xo) the difference between XoKLX o 
and the cost J (x  o, u) can be made arbitrari!y small: 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that (A, B)  is controllable and that F 4: fJ. Then for all x o ~ R n and for all e > 0 there 
exists u ~ UL(XO) such that J (xo,  u) < x~K~x o + e. 
Proof. Let H be such that ker H = L. Let R n be decomposed into R ~ = X 1 • X z ~ X 3 as above. Then we 
have H = (0, H 2, /-/3) for given H 2 and H 3. From Lemma 3.3 we have that for all u e L2,1oc(R +), 
( 10) 
LK;3 T K;3 + a. J tx3(V)  j 
Here, w := u + R- I (BTK-~ + S)x .  Since .( = Ax + Bu, x and w are related by ~ = A[x  + Bw and hence, 
by (5.3), 
= , + w.  (5 .11)  
"~3 A33 X3 
Recall that o(A22 ) c C ° and o(A33 ) c C -  Also, (5.11) is controllable. From Lemma A.2 it then follows 
that there exists w ~ L2(R +) such that f0 ~ II w(t )  112R dt  < e, x2(T )  ~ 0 and x3(T)  ~ 0 (T~ ~) .  Define 
u:= -R -1(BTK~ + S)x  +w.  
Then Hx(T)  = H2x2(T)  + H3x3(T ) ~ 0 (T  ~ oo) and 
fo~ll T + T + J (xo, u )= w(t )  I1~ dt+XoKLXo<e+xoKLxo .  [] 
We are now in a position to give a proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) This was already proven in Theorem 3.1. 
T + (ii) Lemma 5.1 yields J (xo,  u )> XoKLX o for all u ~ UL(Xo). Combining this with Lemma 5.2 we 
obtain that V~(xo)  v + = XoKLX o for all x 0. 
(iii) Let H be such that L = ker H. Recall that with respect o the decomposit ion R" = X~ ~ X z ~ X 3 we 
have [~H-] = (0, D2, D3)- Let ~ ~ R be such that K-  - ~HTH< O. 
(~)  Let x 0 be arbitrary and u* be the corresponding optimal control, u* ~ UL(xo). Let x* be the 
corresponding optimal trajectory. By Lemma 5.1, 
0O 
T + J (xo ,  U* T + fo u* + R-1(BTK;  S )x  (t)IIZR dt. xoKLx  o = ) >_ xoKLx  o + 1] ( t )  + * 
Hence u* must be given by the feedback control law u* -a T + = -R  (B K L + S)x*  and therefore x* 
3O 
satisfies 2"  = A ;. x 
.,c~(t) --, 0 (t - ,  oo). 
J-r(Xo, u* ) = 
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* In terms of our decomposit ion of N" this yields xg = A>x 3. Consequently, 
According to (5.9), 
_T + ~ l( 
xoKrxo-x*  T) A,3x* (T  ) -x* ' (T )K  x* (T )  
* T + Since JT(Xo, u ) -+ xoKl x o (T-~ oo) we find that x* ~(T)K x* (T )  --+ 0 (T--+ oo). Since also Hx*(T)  
0, we find that 
x* ' (T ) [K - -XHTH]x* (T ) - -+O (T --+ ~) .  
The latter implies that (K - -XHrH)x* (T ) - ,O  whence K-x* (T ) - ,O .  From this it follows that 
D2x*(T ) + D3x~(T ) ~ 0 so D2x~(T ) -+ O. Equivalently, 
,), eA~:Tx~(0) -+ 0 ( r -  ~) .  
Since x2(0 ) is arbitrary, we find that D 2 eA~2r-+ 0 so D2(Is-A22) -1 has all its poles in C - .  However, 
o(A22 ) C C O so it also has all its poles in C °. It follows that, in fact, D2(Is-  A22 ) 1 = 0 whence D 2 = 0. 
We conclude that 
ker A = X2 c ker[ KH- l = L N kerK . 
(~)  Conversely, assume ker a c L A ker K . Then we have K22 = 0, K2- 3 = 0 (see (5.4)) and D 2 = 0. 
Define u := -R- I (BTK-[  + S)x. We claim that this feedback law yields an opt imal  u. Indeed, by (5.10), 
A(x0 ,  ~) 1- + = xoK, xo -  x3(T)(K33 + A33)x3(T ). 
Moreover, 2 3 =A33x 3. Thus x3iT ) ~ 0 iT--+ 00) whence J (x o, u)= q- + ' xoKLx o. Also, [~ ]x iT )= D3x3(T) 
--, 0 so ,  in particular, Hx(T)~ 0 iT--+ oc). 
(iv) The fact that u* = -R  I(BXK+~. + S)x*  is unique was already proven in Off). This completes the 
proof. [] 
6. Appendix 
In this appendix we shall first give a proof of Lemma 3.2. Next, we shall formulate two lemmas that are 
used in Section 5. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. (~)  Let x 1 . . . . .  x ,  be an orthonormal  basis of R n such that x 1 . . . . .  xr is a basis of 
LC~ker K and x 1 . . . . .  x,  is a basis of L (O<_r<_s<_n). With respect to the decomposit ion of R ~ 
corresponding to this choice of basis, K and H have matrices 
i!o K22 K23 and (0, 0, H 3), 
respectively. Note that H 3 is injective. Since K is negative semi-definite on L we have K22 _< 0. A lso ,  
xTK22x2 = 0 implies K~x2 = 0. We claim that, in fact, K22 < 0. Indeed, xVK22x2 = 0 implies K=x2 -- 0 
and K2r3x2 = 0 SO (0, X2, 0) T E ker K n L. Hence x z = 0. Now, with respect to the given decomposit ion, 
K-  XHVH has the matrix 
0 0 0 
M(~.) = 0 K22 K23 
0 K2~ K33 - X//3TH3 
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Clearly, K - )~HTH < 0 if and only if M()~) < 0. Since HTH3 is regular, there exists )~0 ~ R such that for 
all )~ > )% we have K33-  )kHTH3 < 0. Thus, for )~ > ?~0 we have: M( )~)< 0 if and only if the Schur 
complement S()~) .'= K22 - K23[K33 - )~HTK3]-tK T < O. We will show that indeed there exists 7~ > 7~0 
such that S()~) < 0. Let /Xmax()~) be the largest eigenvaue of S()~). Let v()~) be a corresponding eigenvector 
with II v(X)II = 1. We have 
~max()k) = V( )k ) T a (  )k )O( )k ) ~- V( )k ) T X22u( )k ) -- W()k)T[K33--  )knq3 H3] - lw(  )k ), 
where w()~):= K~v()~). Note that II w(~,)II -< c, where c e R is independent of )~. Let Pmax < 0 be the 
largest eigenvalue of K22. Then we find 
#re,x( 2~ ) < Pm~x- W()~)T[ K33 _ )~HaTH3]-lw()~ ). 
We contend that w(~k)T[K33- )~HfH3] - lw( )~)~0 as 7~ ~ oo. Indeed, let "/'min(~) and Tmax()k ) be the 
smallest and largest eigenvalue of ( K33 - )k H3TH3 )- 1, respectively. Then 
C2ymin ()k) _~< W( )k )T[ K33 _ )kHTH3] -1w(  )k ) _~< C2'Tmax ()k). 
Also, by the fact that HATH3 is regular, Zmin()~) and rmax()~ ) converge to 0 as )~ ~ oo. 
(=)  Assume K-  )~HTH< O. Let x ~ L = ker H. Then xVKx = xV(K  - )~HTH)x < O. I f  xVKx = 0 then 
(K - )~HTH)x  = 0. Hence Kx = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. [] 
Lemma A.1. Consider the system Yc = Ax  + v, y = Cx. Let C g be a symmetric subset of C. Assume that 
(C, A)  is detectable (relative to Cg). Let the state space R n be decomposed into R" = X 1 @ 3(2, where X 1 is 
A-invariant. In this decomposition, let x = ( x l , x 2 ) T. Assume that o( A I X1) c C g and o( A IR ' /X1)  c C h. 
Then for every initial condition x 0 we have: if v ~ L2(R +) and y ~ L~(R  +) then x 2 ~ L~(R  +). 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 5.3]. [] 
Lemma A.2. Consider the system Yc =Ax + Bu, x(O) = x o. Assume that (A, B) is controllable and o( A)  c 
C-  U C °. Then for all e > 0 there exists a control u ~ L2(R +) such that f f  [I u( t ) II 2 dt < e and x , (  t, xo) ~ 0 
(t ~ oZ). 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 5.4]. [] 
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